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• If I was not officiating, I would be playing video games. 
• If I wasn’t officiating, I would be on my couch watching TV.
• Sitting on the couch watching hockey
• Probably getting myself in some type of trouble.
• More outdoor activities and more overtime at work 
• I would likely be working more, and travelling. With my current job 

affording me frequent travel opportunities and chances to explore my 
other passion, aviation, I’d likely be doing lots of that. But I’m very glad 
that this season, I’m able to strike a balance and enjoy both of my biggest 
passions.

• Going on the outdoor rink more and hanging out with friends
• I would be sitting on the couch drinking beer. Instead I'm in the ref room 

drinking beer! 
• I would be playing hockey and practicing hockey so being a timekeeper 

and mentor lets me get paid for doing something I allready like doing. 
• Probably playing hockey, or shooting pucks in the driveway. 
• I would probably continue doing yard work or work at a store.
• I also time keep and play AAA hockey. Time keeping and reffing allow me 

to better understand the game, allows me to give back to the hockey 
community and gives me some additional spending money because 
hockey is very expensive.

• I would probably be watching a lot more Jets games and spending my 
time reading.

• working out at the ymca or playing more hockey.
• Working a boring job not related to hockey 
• Probably would be a lifeguard
• Playing video games - not making money!
• I would be sitting at home and be bored. 
• I would be timekeeping a lot but being both an off/on ice official gives 

me a nice balance.
• Working out, studying and have a part time job somewhere else. 
• probably playing video games 
• If I wasn’t officiating I wouldn’t be doing any other kind of work.
• Play higher level hockey, don't know what I would do tomake money 

though. Babysitting?

• Not be able to have a job that is both fun and able to fit my own 
hockey schedule. 

• Sleeping more...not doing admin work until 11pm at night.
• I would be working on my goalie skills and making myself an even 

better goalie. 
• At home with my kids being a mom.
• Another part time job. Ex: working at a canteen
• if i wasn’t officiating i would probably just be sitting around doing 

nothing on the weekends and would be very bored.
• I've been officiating since I was 11 years old - I don't know what I 

would be doing otherwise.
• I would be pursuing another hockey related job because I love the 

sport
• I would still be coaching both of my boys hockey teams. 
• Wishing I was playing hockey....waiting for the ODR to open lol
• If I were not officiating I would likely be playing video games or 

hanging out with my friends.
• Attending school or working.
• I would be working a different job.
• I would be playing my sports , reading, watching TV, hanging with my 

family or friends depending on which day it is. 
• I’d be spending more time with my family and not as much time 

keeping fit. 
• If I wasn’t officiating then I would be coaching, I gave up coaching to 

become a ref. I should have done it years ago. 
• Focusing more in school, and playing hockey
• i don’t think i would be doing anything if i wasn’t reffing.
• Just sitting around playing video games
• I wouldn't be doing anything.
• I would find another way to stay involved with the sport of Hockey 
• Watching or playing sports.
• if I wasn’t officiating I would either be  playing hockey or out with my 

friends 
• I would be playing hockey in my free time if I wasn’t reffing 


